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p>Type of bothersome to find folks speaking with some conviction about something they
dont know anything about. The critics might have done some research. Only criticism
that is potential that is valid is the potential $1,500 daily withdrawal limit, and even that
isnt anymore. Not to mention that, if you really needed the entire $5,000 at once (that is
highly improbable anyway is there actually any situation where you want $5,000 cash in
1 day?) , you could just really use the card and pay anything or the usage fee.

Youd still be on the interest.,Has anyone tried to perform a 0 percent no fee balance
transfer to load the card at no cost? The lady claimed that the area was short of cash so
that she offered she'd pay me part of it in cash and place $1000 on an Insight prepaid card
because they had been a partner place. I foolishly agreed to the not understanding what I
buy myself into.,Anyhow, I'd verify my identity and I went into an ATM immediately,
withdrew all the money and closed my accounts. One is figuring out ways to get the
maximum yield.
Most people accept anything their lender provides them. Just wondering if that would
work because I just got a targeted 0% no fee 18 month balance transfer offer from Bank
of America. I figured that if that functions Ill be bringing 5 percent to the banks cash for a
year and a half and I could load 4 cards using a line. This would earn me $1,500 in
interest the banks cash.
Just wondering is it feasible to balance transport to a debit card or would that be regarded
as a payday advance? ,Just realized that I think you're speaking about attempting to
advance financing essentially from the lender, instead of merely general loading of the
card.,I can allow it to happen either way. All you want to do in order to get 0% cash out
of a balance transfer is overpay a different credit card and request a over payment refund
check or ACH deposit into your bank. She was able to use together with the telephone
number.
It appears like the internet program might be down these errors because both happened
BEFORE the identification verification questions when applying for a first card. I really
hope I could find a shop that carries them within my own area aside from checksmart
where'm sure they charge a huge fee merely to get one and activate it. I refuse to walk
into a check cashing store.
5,000 savings accounts, once the cash is there you can do anything you want for example
fund 4 5 percent. Im assuming because it has a 16 digit number much like a credit card
that you could balance transfer $ 5,000 to it and spare a small moment although I am still
awaiting my penetration card in the mail. The single deal breaker would be if the bank 1.
Would refuse the balance transfer or 2. Would consider it a payday advance with high
prices and interest(that would completely ruin the idea). I guess if it will work, I'll call
Chase and Bank of America and flat out ask them. If it had tried, I just wanted to see.
I was wondering if anyone has tried to place any amount over $? I just wondered what
would happen. It says somewhere in the conditions which you cant have more than
$9,500 from the accounts but it wasnt clear if that was for the savings or checking or both
combined.,they decreased the monthly cost to $.02 cents(not a typo) but never told me
why they were attempting to charge me a monthly fee in the first location. Their CSRs
that are online tell you to call the customer service number in order that they can give you
a $ 1 and just give a canned response to any questions. DATA POINT: I had no luck
getting a 3rd card online got the exact same error message again We are not able to issue
you a card now please see one of our partner locations So I tried for the wifes first card
same error message.

Id love to urge that as a means to get around that error message issue, but Im constantly
cautious giving my advice over the telephone to some number I dont know, as you can
imagine. My brother has been attempting to get his next card without any luck, and Ive
been telling him to strike a check cashing place to find out if he can get the card in
person.,I received my new card to the 9th to ensure that amount is legit. It isnt all that
work once you install an individual account. Once I got the card, I set it all up in just a
few minutes.
In my opinion, the hourly return would be well worth the moment. I connect all my
accounts to Mint also, so Im tracking my accounts when I test all my other
accounts.,Thank you for sharing. We are sorry but we are not able to issue you an Insight
Card at the moment. Please see any of our partner locations to use on your Insight Card.,I
got an Insight prepaid card once I went into a local check cashing spot to use Western
Union to find out cash that my mom sent me. Follow these instructions and you can raise
the return on your cash savings into some point in which you wont be worried about
holding your cash in cash.,So lots of folks spend time travel hacking and figuring out out
how to spend less in different areas. Why not devote a tiny bit of time figuring out how to
make the most of interest on your cash too?
I believe you can agree that 5 percent interest within an FDIC-insured savings accounts is
not anything to sneeze at.,**UPDATE (9/6/17): It resembles Insight might be restricting
individuals to three cards each person. Assuming the limit is now three Insight cards each
person, thats still a total of 30,000 that a family can put away in these cards. Insert a
second $10,000 in 5 percent interest savings should you open up all the Netspend cards
also and you're still looking great for folks like us who wish to make great rates of return
on the cash.,Worth checking out if youre looking to maximize your cash savings. Insight
seems to be a sketchy business to me.,Other thoughts/suggestions for you in the future:
(1) dont go to check cashing locations to collect cash, (2) dont EVER utilize the card I
create this very clear in this whole post, (3) dont predict Insight, (4 ) ) not certain why the
powerful accent things, and (5 ) ) seems to me like that is more the check cashing place
scamming you, which actually doesnt surprise me, DONT visit a stupid check cashing
place to find cash, jeez.,Bank of America does not pull its trial residue.
It's one of the few banks which doesnt. I typically connect the Insight card to my BoA
checking merely to put some cash in there at no cost then connect to Redneck/All
America bank mega cash market account(pays 1.5% on liquid cash up to $35,000). Set up
from there. Dont use Bank of America for transfers though because they really charge a
$3 fee for ACH transfers.,I see, ideally mine has here this week, even when it comes to
penetration ive had the worst luck XD, btw Financial Panther, I think insight uses equifax
because thats the only credit bureau that will constantly ask me irrelevant to me questions
from credit document, such as loans ive never accepted everywhere, exp and trans ask me
real questions associated with my document unlike equifax, do you know how to correct
that? I said . They couldn't find me in the system, ends up it doesnt show up unless you
implemented for cards through them.
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No prob either way. Visited several spouse locations CVS, 7-11, Walgreens but not one
carried the card. Called the amount and also they found a place near me, a check cashing
location. If I had a card went in, they inquired. I suppose Im a financial snob.My spouse
and I are both getting the were sorry message following the telephone number/email
address display. I called the amount and was told there is no way to open over the
telephone if you get that message.
I had been giving the address and name of a local check cashing location in which I can
open in person for a $9.95 fee. When I asked again if there is a way to open the accounts
on the telephone to get around the fee, Mia said there is a $9.95 fee if opened online. I
ended up losing money because of speaking to the client service along with the ATM
withdrawal fee. I had been lied to by the check cashing place lady that I wouldnt lose any
cash because its so easy that I could just withdraw the amount and thats it. The challenge
is that your greatest yielding savings accounts pays you 1% attention these days.,For the
huge majority of families, $20,000 to $50,000 is more than enough to function as a large
crisis fund. And because youre getting 5 percent interest every year, you will not need to
be concerned about the reduced returns which generally come with maintaining a major
pile of cash.,Your cash doesnt need to make just 1% attention.
No fees and I walked from there with my 2nd card. You can still get a different card, if
you have the error message! ,I ceased applying everyday two weeks ago and
implemented today to brinks again and puf got it, but penetration still a difficult no, I
called like 10 nearby test cashing including PLS check cashing, pay o matic, easchester
check cashing, the check cashing location, some of em nearly gave me a tricky atk
everytime I asked if they had penetration and they answered yes and once I got to that
location they claim they believed I said anticipation card, or else even escela card or
something else, I was mad today so could keep calling tomorrow some more areas,
greatly will value the exact title and address of the 1 visited.,Some regional shops have
momentary Insight Cards which may be purchased in the event the card has been
instantly funded with some level at the hive, I think they cost something like $5. These
cards can be filed online, where a normal Insight Card will be sent to the address that was
. If this approach works to skip the error message that is subsequent, albeit for a small
fee, does anyone know?
Is this correct? Should I just take the $9.95 fee wait to test again online after if it is really
fee free or to get the account? ,Data tip got my 2nd card at a partner place! Details: Came
up against the error message for my card.
Separate addresses, telephone numbers, waiting only a couple weeks, requesting every
day, different servers . Chase and BoA have the 0% no fee balance transfers for available
nationally just in case anyone is interested in free cash for 15 months.,No problem! And
thanks for that info. Have you got any clue where that amount was found by you? Ive
been searching at alot and also google of folks if they predict equifax and seems to have
the same issue I was able to activate the card and earn online access. The connection for
those savings was at the top. I've successfully linked my igobanking/bank purely

account(1.3% APY) into the Insight checking account and a move of $5,001 is about its
own way.fingers crossed.
Im will let me ACH debit the cash back if I would like it.Probably only a random
thing.,Yep obtained the dear John letter(email) from Insight today. As if this wasnt bad
enough they have some convoluted instructions on getting a check sent out through the
snail mail. No thanks Im likely to ACH out the money rather than lose 10-30 times of
interest.
To people who have a Redneck/All america accounts they have a $ limit on ACH pulls
but you are able to call and get it bumped up to get a 1 time withdrawal. This may be a
potential method to get over 4 cards. I heard those cards are temporary at first and they
mail you a permanent card later. Only thinking outside the box but not sure Im. If anyone
cares to try this please note back with all the results.,@Judy Jones: If you're doing the
benefits checking afterward then you dont even have to be concerned about the 6 draw
per month limitation.
This account that is PMCU looks thanks Evilex too good. Credits as a principle do a pull
that is tough when joining even though you are just opening a savings/MMA/checking /
cd. Very frustrating when you are committing them your money. Where is the customer
security for unnecessary credit queries that drop your score and stay for two years with
you? So that the FED will probably be hiking interest rates this month on the other hand
we only have blowout jobs amounts now and savings accounts must follow.
PurePoint Financial and Northern Bank Direct includes a 3% and 3.01% annually CD
available nationally. Northpointe and Purepoint equally have a 1.9% and 2.05% savings
accounts. These are some choices when you cash out., Because it specifically states
acquired online, is anyone attempting to get some in person through their partner check
for the place to put your money? It needs to be easy to get 5% over a account by now
without direct deposit requirements and the card payable of called benefits accounts.
Soon we might have the ability to get 5% on 5 year CDs again. There were several 4-5%
CDs out earlier in the calendar year . Its funny for around 30 years 5% was that all banks
paid on economies and if you looked you can find 6-7% MMAs/CDs.
Now 5% is like the holy grail of interest.,@FP: I think DCU was able to do a difficult
yank with Equifax but recent data points suggest they now only do a soft pull to join
unless you're applying for credit. I am awaiting Ally to do some sort of opening incentive
to set an account up there. I find that we're able to finance from Paypal for free, can we
draw thru Paypal too for free? Might be a way to get the Kiva loans for miles from credit
cards involved in this well.,I was only wondering if it would be possible to acquire a 5th
Insight card using one of those partner places They sell them in cash advance places near
me. My only concern would be paying to the card and then not having the ability to
activate it. Now I have to discover if PMCU or DCU allow custodial or small accounts
for my kids savings, this way I will show them just what a interest rate will earn them.

As we all know these things aren't educated in school.,Thx, will try once my bank total
thr trial deposits and I drive some cash inside, just incase. I don't have any clue what
could be on a ChexSystems report that would trigger them.,Seriously, you could just have
to go to a partner location and get it done in person. By going to some payday loan
location close to him my buddy has gotten 4 Insight cards. He stated he took him 5
minutes or less every time. No idea why youre having so much difficulty that bank
accounts and your credit do not have anything to do with this. ,I agree.
You can now get 2.5% APY on liquid cash in EBSB direct(FDIC insured) and 2.788%
APY over at GM correct notes(non FDIC insured) with essentially no limit. Short term
CDs in Andrews FCU 8 month 2.86% APY and Inova FCU 3% APY for a 1 year CD.
Not one of my ordinary banks work for this,not BankDirect. I opened an account in the
Redneck Bank (That I thought was a joke in the forums). I know its none of my business
but those crypto currencies will crash hard and you dont need to be the one.
I have a 820 credit score, and no in any way. I havent opened or closed a bank account in
years. Excellent news! ,Perhaps Ill put some cash back to them to see if they accrue.,If I
wasnt planning on putting some of my extra cash into crypto, Id place it back in to my 3
remaining 5% apy savings accounts.,Confirmed all my accounts that were opened by
phone are still earning 5% APY. Ill keep my cash in FDIC insured actual dollars backed
by the entire faith and credit of the U.S. Government. Im going to pull it out in two
trades.
This is going to require a while to close out all of 8 accounts. I cant think they are ending
the savings rather than just lowering the cap and the speed. Interest rates are a product of
supply and demand, right?
When money is needed by banks, they offer higher interest rates. When they will have a
surplus, they also offer lower interest rates. Insight can give out back this money in the
form of something or loans?
No real concept, but my guess is the percentage of debit card users that save money is
close to 0 percent. ,there's not any welcome or check package a schedule of fees, although
week I got my Insight card. They do show on line the routing and account numbers. I
dont have time to get your own card hoops as I utilize cashback credit cards for all
purchases. I really do have to say however that Rednecks requirements of only 10 debit
card transactions a month is really light as far as benefits checking accounts go.,I might
try calling them asking for a manager. Im confused why this could happen. They end up
spending 4 hours every day with a rep from india that will attempt to sell them services
and in the conclusion wont fix the problem, I tried pulling my free annualcreditreport but
equifax wont allow me to view it since the 4 loan questions they ask I answered none of
the above and I must send them sensitive information throigh mail, but even if I don't
doubt it will fix the issue witch is they consistently ask unrelated questions even if you
have years together with them.,Thx, can try once my bank total thr trial deposits and I
drive some cash in, only incase.,Nothing to worry about.

Theyve called me every time I got a card, I missed most of those calls. Once I did reply
theyd pitch the speed of direct deposit, remind that with the card at a gas pump could
result in the pump placing a7 -day hold about $125 of my card funds (they suggest its
better to pay at the cash register), and theyd inquire if you have any questions. The calls
are only a customer service thing.,no hint why they do it to be fair.
Im going to presume they leave them funded and are. I only had two account final emails
also. I wonder if those will probably be next enticing you Johnz or will stick around for a
while., to proceed! I was going to move out of my cash! I only had and then the internet
application maintained failing so another 6 opened and those reports have the savings
account. The question is are they earning 5%?
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